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ON BANACH-VALUED COMPLEX ANALYSIS

Abstract

One variety of L. Bers, A. Douglis, A.V. Bitsadze ideas concerning a func-

tional - analytic method for solving definite kind elliptic systems is considered

in the paper.

There exist different methods for solving elliptic systems (for example, method

of potentials, method of integral equations, functional - analytic method). The

essence of the functional - analytic method is in development of the Cauchy theory

in complex analysis in proper direction. The idea is to replace an analytic function

by the solution of first order canonical elliptic system

∂Φ

∂y
= J

∂Φ

∂x
, (1)

where J is some constant matrix (s× s), J2 = −I, and Φ is s - vector function of

variables x, y. Douglis A. [1] showed that all basic theorems of theory of analytic

functions are carried over the solution of system (1) . Hile G.N. [2] called these

solutions J - analytic functions. Introducing good denotation [z]J = zI + zJ , where

I is a unit (s× s) matrix, A.P. Soldatov [3− 6] considered the Cauchy type integral

[Kϕ]J (z) =
1

2πi

∫
Γ

[t− z]−1
J [dt]J ϕ (t) , z 6∈ Γ,

where Γ is a piecewise smooth contour on a plane, ϕ (t) is a s - vector summable

function on Γ. In the sequel, he showed validity of some classic facts for these inte-

grals. Some generalizations in this direction were given in the papers of I.N.Vekua

[7; 8], L. Bers [9], A.V. Bitsadze [10] .

It is well known the part of classic system of exponents
{
eint
}
n∈Z (Z are integers)

in theory of analytic functions. According to the arguments stated above, consider

the following system of J - exponents{[
eit
]n
J

}
n∈Z

, t ∈ [−π, π] . (2)

It should be noted that basis properties of system (2) generally speaking, have

not been studied.

The goal of the paper is to prepare foundations for studying basis properties

of systems of the form (2) in an appropriate space. We’ll consider a simple case

J2 = −I. We introduce necessary notion and set appropriate facts and properties.

1. Denotation and notion. Accept some standard denotation and notion.

R is a real axis; Z are integers; C is a complex plane; Re is a real part; Im is an

imaginary part; B - space is a Banach space; ‖·‖ is a norm in an appropriate B -

space; L (X) is an algebra of bounded operators from X to X; I is a unit operator.




